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In this essay I shall approach the poetics of visual poetry as a theoretical chal-
lenge. The very notion of visual poetry is conceptually problematic, and thus 
deeply intriguing in its implications. Visual poetry, or what is claimed to be 
visual poetry, confronts us as a substantial and persistent cultural phenomenon 
before we are prepared to address it as a subject of theoretical study. When we do 
address it, the sheer dispersive variety of the forms it claims argues against there 
being any it there. At the core of the challenge is the suspicion that the notion 
itself is a contradiction in terms, embracing a visuality that lacks the precisions of 
language, on which, paradoxically, the vaguer, elusive effects of poetry tradition-
ally depend. As with arts of all sorts, this challenge has no theoretical solutions, 
only practical ones. The ideas presented here aim to provide some resources for 
practical solutions.

Visual poetry

Many attempts to define visual poetry focus, for obvious reasons, on the mode of 
its reception, specifying that it must be seen, that it cannot be transmitted aurally 
without a critical loss of meaning.1 Other definitions strive to specify something 
of the unique intermedial quality arising from the hybridization of textual and 
visual information (Dencker, Wortköpfe 49–50). These definitions in general are 
geared toward identifying the visual as a material condition of visual poetry; they 
do not address the question of how the visual itself can carry meanings that are 
experienced as poetic, whether in texts that combine verbal and visual informa-
tion or in cases where the poem is essentially wordless.2 To develop a poetic 
theory of any use in making visual poetry, or in seriously engaging it as a reader, 
we have to address this question. The traditional preoccupations of poetic theory 
with definition and classification will not help us in this regard, though as a way 
of articulating the scope of what I mean by visual poetry, it is worth mentioning 
two taxonomic distinctions that seem to be useful.
 One way to embrace the full range of work for which the status of visual 
poetry has been claimed, without either prematurely accepting those claims or 



prejudging our conception of the field in favor of only one portion, is to 
think in terms of a continuum from the “very verbal” to the “very visual”. 
We can tentatively, and for heuristic purposes, locate any given instance of 
visual poetry according to the degree to which it approaches the condition of a 
conventional text or foregrounds linguistic elements for verbal reading, versus 
the degree to which it approaches the condition of painting or another “purely 
visual” medium or foregrounds its visual aspect.3

 Two thresholds help articulate such a scaling further. One separates 
work whose only visual resources are the materials of verbal language (e.g., 
fig. 1), from work that incorporates non-verbal materials. This distinction 
figures often in attempts to draw a line between strictly Concrete poetry and 
visual poetry, understood as drawing from a wider field of meaning materi-
als (Jakobson, “What is Poetry?”). The other threshold separates work that 
visibly blends verbal and non-verbal visual materials (e.g., fig. 2)4 from what 
might be called “purely visual poetry” which ostensibly does without words 
and verbal language altogether (e.g., fig. 3). Most academic treatment of visual 
poetry, institutionally biased toward the literary, stays focused on the verbal 
end of this spectrum (Concrete poetry, pattern poetry, typography).5 Actual 
practice since the 1960s, bolstered by avant-garde precedents, has tended 
more to explore the middle region of mixed verbal and visual means, while 
purely visual poetry, also with its roots in avant-garde experiments,6 continues 
as a marginal, yet persistent utopian trend within visual poetry, posing the 
conceptual challenge of a visual poetry most acutely.
 Another taxonomic tool involves categorizing works of visual poetry 
according to the materials and media they employ. In this case the range of 
labels would extend from pen-and-ink, typewriter, and letterpress, through 
the full variety of contemporary visual art media,7 including sculpture, video, 
performance, interactive digital media, installation, and architecture. In some 
cases such categories provide the benefit of genre distinctions otherwise hard 
to isolate in visual poetry; letterpress poetry, for example, designates both a 
material/technological and an art-historical coherence among its examples.8 
In another sense, to specify the materials a work is made with is to specify the 
expressive resources in which its poetic language must be sought.

Poetics

Efforts to classify visual poetry are useful in introducing the field to students 
or an unfamiliar audience, but the task of articulating a poetics, understood as 
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a working technical theory of visual poetry, requires something else. In a clas-
sic Structuralist approach to the problem, we might begin by targeting some 
notion of essential “poeticity” (Jakobson, “What is Poetry”?), distinguishing 
poetic texts from non-poetic texts in semiotic terms, and then simply trans-
late or extend that notion to apply in cases where visual signification plays 
a major role. Because of the status claimed for semiotics as a supra-ordinate 
theory covering both verbal language and non-verbal sign systems, Jakobson’s 
famous, if questionable, postulate, “the poetic function projects the prin-
ciple of equivalence from the axis of selection into the axis of combination” 
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Figure 1. Steve McCaffery (b. 1947), excerpt from Carnival, 
Second Panel, typewriter and rubber stamps (1970–75), p. 
7. Using only words and letter forms, this work achieves a 
visual/spatial intensity beyond that of most work higher on the 
verbal-visual spectrum. The original is multi-colored (purple, 
red, and black).



(“Linguistics” 27), could presumably be adapted to this end. But the same 
cultural history that has seen visual poetry established as a persistent field 
of literary experiment, has seen the premises of such an essentialist notion 
soundly discredited. Clearly, what is or is not poetry, and what should or 
should not count as criteria for telling the difference, are questions decided 
by interpretive communities whose perspectives and assumptions frame the 
reception of a given work. For example, as Claus Clüver has observed, 

since at least the 1950s it has been possible and acceptable to receive as “poems” 
texts that consist of single words, fragments of words, or single letters, even where 
all pretense to legibility or linguistic meaning is abandoned. This reception was 
based on three conditions: the text had to have a recognizable connection to verbal 
language or to its oral or visual presentation, it had to be understood as connect-
ing with a literary/poetic tradition, and it therefore had to be acceptable within an 
“arts” discourse.
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Figure 2. Klaus Peter Dencker (b. 1941), from Wort-
köpfe (1991), p. 69.



These conditions have also marked the discourse on visual poetry, although 
in many cases the connection to verbal language has become tenuous, and 
the notion of poetic tradition has come to include the newly discovered 
millennial legacy of what we now call visual poetry. 
 In place of any poetic “essence”, we can at best hope to identify certain 
tentative “poetic variables” describing the conditions that help determine 
whether a given individual or community will receive a work as poetic. Aside 
from the broader conditions listed above, variables derived from traditional 
definitions of poetry might be designated by such qualities as lyrical/rhythmic, 
appealing to the emotions, imaginative, unconventional in language use, 
holistic in structure-content relations, densely articulated, and offering fresh 
perceptions. However, even given a clear knowledge of what anyone might 
receive as poetry, we cannot simply construct a poetics of visual poetry by 
expanding or adapting an existing poetics of verbal texts. While any poetics of 
visual poetry must critically account for the role necessarily played by verbal 
language, whether as an active co-constituent of the work or as an underlying 
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Figure 3. Lars Arrhenius (b. 1966), excerpt from “The Man Without Qualities” 
(2001). The reading of this visual narrative is guided by its title and its ironic 
reference to Robert Musil’s novel Der Mann ohne Eigenschaften. In the original, 
the male figure is in blue, the female figure mostly in pink.



conceptual basis or analogic reference supporting the visual meaning, what is 
ultimately needed is a notion of meaning-construction in visual media that 
can explain the poetry in visual signification itself.

Visual language

The identification of visual poetry as poetry involving a visual language seems 
to make easy sense of the term and to open it up to a broad universe of pos-
sibilities. The influence of Ezra Pound’s 1918 edition of Ernest Fenollosa’s 
writing on Chinese ideograms, an important event for modern visual poetry, 
speaks to the power of visual language as an idea to inspire poetic innovation. 
So-called visual languages abound, not only in the arts and in commercial 
design, but as essential tools of science and education, and as truly vernacular 
phenomena within the mass media. And since the beginning of the twentieth 
century visual poets have exploited them as resources, without necessarily 
worrying the theoretical underpinnings.
 And yet there might be false comfort in this definition. Visual language 
is a term with a broad range of applications, some loose, some rigorous, but 
none amounting to an underlying vocabulary or syntax of visual expression 
in general. To point to visual language is not to simplify the task of specifying 
a semiotic basis for the visual side of visual poetry. Rather, it is to open our 
understanding of poetic meaning production to the full complexity of visual 
signification in all its forms.
 Visual language is not a language, but rather a universe of resources 
for visual signification. Roughly, these resources can be divided into three 
semiotic levels or categories. Most language-like are systems of marks and 
symbols whose meanings, like those of words, are arbitrarily or convention-
ally assigned and formalized in a lexicon. Visual poets who use mathematical 
symbols or musical notation, for example, are working at this level. Other 
visual signs, while subject to the influence of culture and conventions of 
usage, are representational and have their meaning by virtue of a relative 
visual resemblance. This resemblance can be relatively abstract, as in the 
case of pictograms, or relatively realistic, as in highly rendered or photo-
graphic imagery.9 A third level of visual signs includes shapes and color in 
a raw state, with meanings mediated neither by assigned definitions nor by 
physical resemblance, but only by relatively immediate processes of psycho-
physiological response to the visual stimuli.10 This is the realm of spatial 
meaning I will discuss more fully below.
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 Though there is no one visual linguistics to undergird visual language as 
such, a broad range of iconological, semiotic, hermeneutic, and cognitive psy-
chological theories exist for exploring how visual meaning is made. Applying 
any of these theoretical approaches to the question of producing or receiv-
ing the visual information in visual poetry will open up valuable avenues for 
research. In order to construct a solid theoretical basis for the visual aspect of 
the poetics of visual poetry, however, I think it is particularly important to 
focus at the ground level of primary perceptual experience and look for the 
requisite articulatory capacities in the fundamentals of vision itself.

Spatial meaning

The processes that underlie visual meaning-construction are hierarchically 
ordered. Before an image can be recognized, raw light data must be organized 
in the eye and early visual regions of the brain, yielding shape and color that 
we can grasp and then decipher more thoroughly. One of the earliest stages 
of meaning-construction, then, occurs at the psycho-physiological level that 
so interested early abstractionists. The meaning made at this early stage is pri-
marily spatial meaning, that is, the organization of random light information 
into a coherent visual field. And it is at this level that most systematic theories 
of visual language begin. Gyorgy Kepes, a colleague of László Moholy-Nagy 
and an important link in the chain of visual language theory, sought to syn-
thesize the insights of painterly abstraction and the pedagogical researches of 
Paul Klee and Wassily Kandinksy in the light of new Gestalt theories of per-
ception, and for the sake of a widespread visual literacy. His book Language of 
Vision (1944) explains spatial meaning in these terms:

Positions, directions and differences of size, shape, brightness, color and texture are 
measured and assimilated by the eye. The eye lends the character of its neuro-muscular 
experience to its source… Only incidentally does the spatial quality derive from the 
fact that optical signs resemble objects known empirically. One experiences space when 
looking at an articulated two-dimensional surface mainly because one unconsciously 
attempts to organize and perceive the different sensations induced by the optical quali-
ties and measures as a whole, and in so doing is forced, by the various qualities in their 
relationships to each other and to the picture-surface, to impute spatial meaning to 
these relationships. (Kepes 20)

 The strongest claims for an independent semiotic basis for visual poetry 
can be made at the level of spatial meaning. While space as a cognitive domain 
is about as different from language as possible,11 it is similarly vast in its capaci-
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ties as an articulatory and expressive resource. Mallarmé’s Un Coup de dés can 
be said to have inaugurated modern visual poetry in that it introduced space 
as a dimension of expression and articulation amplifying the capacities of lan-
guage. Much of the promise early observers saw in this move,12 and much of 
the promise still to be realized by coming generations of visual poets, lies in 
the knowledge that thought itself, and experience, have fundamental spatial 
dimensions which words can hardly access (Saint-Martin xii). The differen-
tials separating language and spatiality, if on the one hand seeming to confirm 
the sense of “visual poetry” as an oxymoron, on the other hand guarantee its 
ongoing relevance, marking out a territory of meaning which spatial articula-
tion is uniquely fit to engage. 
 Spatial meaning can function at many levels of a visual poem simultane-
ously. One chief function is the ordering of verbal or pictorial signs in a spatial 
distribution that helps determine the order in which elements are read, how 
they are grouped or associated, and how priority or relative importance is 
attributed to them. This is how space functions in Un Coup de dés, scoring 
the text for a visual reading where pacing, volume, and inflection have vis-
ible correlates in the placement, size, and typeface of words. In works where 
the verbal dimension exists apart from the physical text (i.e., in ostensibly 
purely visual poems), such scoring consists primarily in choreographing the 
movements of visual attention, determining the dynamics by which items are 
presented to consciousness. Since rhythm, meter, and other features of time-
based articulation are key to the classically poetic experience, it is significant 
to note the potential latent in spatial arrangement to reproduce these visually. 
And since visual language lacks a standard reading order to support precise 
syntactic linkages, the ability to influence the movements of visual attention 
should prove key to evolving further meaning resources for visual poetry.
 Aside from such syntactic functions, spatial meaning also has its own 
articulate expressiveness, based largely on the deeply ingrained logics of bodily 
movement and perception. While space has figured as a fundamental concept 
for the poetics of visual poetry since Mallarmé, this full-bodied spatiality 
has barely been explored. With the advent of computer-aided design tech-
nologies, material limitations discouraging such experimentation have been 
removed, and contemporary computer design is quickly making up for lost 
time.13 Most interesting, in my view, are recent developments in what some 
are calling “architectural poetics”,14 in particular the work of Arakawa and 
Madeline Gins, which demonstrates the extreme potential of spatial meaning 
to guide poetic experimentation. Whether or not anyone might read this work 
as visual or architectural poetry, it has interesting implications for any theory 
of visual/spatial meaning construction.
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 Arakawa’s and Gins’s “Reversible Destiny” architecture (fig. 4) makes 
good on the Situationist notion of the “architectural complex” as the only 
truly efficacious means of transformative poetic intervention in experience 
(Situationist International 8–14). Mobilizing a “built discourse” (Gins and 
Arakawa 57) of disorienting and spatially ambiguated structures, the “archi-
tectural surrounds” they present engage the body/mind in an immersive pro-
cess of reading and interpretation that strains a person’s capacity to integrate 
conflicting or excessive spatial information, and so viscerally problematizes 
the cognitive processes of world-building and subject formation. The tar-
geted result of such “architectural procedures” is to “reconfigure” the human 
person beyond the limits, including mortality, which it needlessly accepts as 
destiny. As a poetic intention this stands in a direct line with avant-garde and 
Romantic projects, whose use of language hoped similarly to heighten aware-
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Figure 4. Arakawa (b. 1936) and Madeline H. Gins (b. 1943), computer model for “Re-
versible Destiny House II”, Gifu, Japan. From Arakawa and Gins, Architecture 94.



ness to a transformative intensity, yet the means it adopts challenge poetics to 
understand space as a meaning resource more adequate to the efficacy it has 
traditionally desired.

Attention analysis

Obviously, such brief commentary can only posit, and not prove, the efficacy 
or validity of spatial meaning devices as an underpinning for a poetics of visual 
poetry. What would help more in substantiating claims of this sort and in 
generalizing the resources they reveal as visual devices or strategies in visual 
poetry, is a critical framework for discussing the relevant details of experience. 
Lacking any simpler “linguistics” to support its claims for visual meaning, a 
poetics of visual poetry must seek grounding for its visual meaning claims in 
a phenomenology of the visual/spatial meaning experiences it involves, look-
ing to the intimate dynamics of perception and meaning-construction for an 
understanding of the way visual language functions in visual poetry.
 This approach might be thought of as a reception theory for the visual 
dimensions of visual poetry. Rather than basing literary analysis on pre-
formed literary concepts and categories, reception theory, especially in the 
psychological version espoused by Wolfgang Iser, has the virtue of grounding 
analysis in reading as a process of construal, or “consistency-building”, as it 
takes place in the interaction between awareness and the textual materials (Iser 
16–18). Iser’s model of reading as the complex cognitive function that it is 
centers around the role of the “wandering viewpoint”, or focus of attention, as 
it moves (left to right in Iser’s cases) through the sequenced field of materials 
that mean things (Iser 108–18). If only on the strength of its root metaphor, 
this concept seems very promising as a resource for theorizing the reception of 
visual texts.
 In an empirical study I conducted with Barbara Tversky at Stanford’s 
Center for the Study of Language and Information (CSLI),15 we explored 
the idea of the wandering viewpoint as the basis for an “attention analysis” 
of meaning in visual language. Interested in isolating objective data on visual 
reading, we devised a method for observing the movement of attention16 as it 
interacted with the visual/spatial constraints that guide interpretive viewing. 
On a computer monitor, we showed twenty subjects a series of twenty-one 
visual poems, covering the full taxonomic range I sketched out above, but 
emphasizing works with a high degree of spatial articulation. Subjects were 
asked to mark, using up to seven dots in a color-coded sequence, the spots 
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where they thought their attention landed in the process of trying to make 
sense of each piece, and then to trace the path of their viewing through these 
spots, using a line tool (fig. 5).
 The results yielded the attentional thread of each viewer’s reading, reveal-
ing what stood out as elements, and the order in which those elements were 
taken up. For an individual, such an exercise serves to make the process of 
visual reading more conscious, identifying more clearly the semantic elements 
and syntactic steps underlying the perceived meaning. When viewed col-
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Figure 5. Composite of six “attention paths” viewing an 
interior photo of Arakawa’s and Gins’s “Reversible Des-
tiny Office” from the Reversible Destiny park in Yoro, 
Japan. From Arakawa and Gins, Reversible 205.



lectively, the results give the beginnings of an objective, statistically focused 
reading of the work. Where invariances occur in how subjects viewed a piece, 
we see traces of a determinate semantic structure not discernible to the single, 
subjective viewing. And where features or elements show a strong constrain-
ing influence on attention, we see the potential for building rhetorical or 
poetic devices into the reading.
 Focusing on the analysis of attention in visual reading leads us to an 
important understanding of the unit in visual poetry, a notion which should 
be basic to any theory of visual meaning-construction, but which would other-
wise prove difficult to determine. Where in verbal language the meaningful 
units are specified in the alphabet and the principles of morphology, there is 
no way of specifying for visual language just what constitutes a meaningful 
object or a meaningful area of light and color, and what doesn’t. Anything 
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Figure 6. Simulation of the phenomenological “topology” of a visual reading of “it 
was green, it was black” from David Arnold’s Situations. The topology reflects the 
structure of visual awareness, with each foveal region of high focus surrounded by an 
area of more diffuse macular vision. 
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that falls beneath the gaze may figure in the process of visual sense-making, 
and so, as Fernande Saint-Martin argues, the unit of visual language can only 
be understood as the momentary correlate of ocular fixation (Saint-Martin 
5–10). Discounting efforts to define the visual unit as “the image” or accord-
ing to Kandinsky’s “point, line, plane” morphology, she proposes the term 
“coloreme”, generalizing the notion to indicate “a patch of light energy” and 
the visual variables into which it resolves under attention. This notion paral-
lels Iser’s literary notion of the “chunk”, the variable amount of verbal infor-
mation taken up in a single act of reading, and therefore serves well as the basis 
of an analogous visual reception theory.
 An attention analysis of this sort also suggests what might serve as an 
equivalent to the line or sentence as a scale of visual linguistic structure. 
No strict convention of linear concatenation or visual scanning governs the 
uptake of visual information. What we observe instead is the establishment 
of “topologies”, or sets of spots which, regardless of the temporal order of 
their fixation, reveal the unit-groupings that play a role in building semantic 
consistency (Saint-Martin 68–74). Exploring the relations between visual 
variables at each spot in a topology leads to a sense of the syntactic forces 
linking the elements into larger wholes of meaning. Just as it is possible to 
attract attention to a specific spot or semantic element in a piece, it is possible 
to establish “circuits” of such spots, causing the viewer to read them for more 
complex, associational meanings. A topology in this sense (fig. 6) corresponds 
to what Iser terms a “sentence correlate” (Iser 107–17), the mental grouping 
of meaning units that form a basis for context-framing, reference, and other 
fundamentals of consistency building. It represents another valuable resource 
for designing a theory of visual meaning-construction, and therefore also for a 
corresponding poetics.
 These terms, and the framework of a phenomenological reception theory 
that offers to contain them, show the beginnings of a theory based in expe-
riential attention to the act of making meaning with visual materials. It has 
the potential of becoming an integral part of a poetics of visual poetry. A 
phenomenological analysis anchored in the available cognitive science and 
employing the wide range of semiotic and iconological distinctions already in 
use, promises to make possible a far clearer and more comprehensive discus-
sion of visual poetry, its forms and devices, its aims and effects, than has yet 
taken place.17
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Notes

  1 See, for example, Steve McCaffery’s and Karl Young’s responses to the CORE 
questionnaire (Byrum and Hill 110, 149). This publication is a very useful 
resource, compiling the responses of sixty-three contemporary visual poets to a set 
of twelve questions concerning visual poetry in theory, culture, and practice.

  2 By “essentially wordless” I mean cases where, literally, no words are included in the 
text. This is not to say that such texts are, or could be, fully language-independent.

  3 Bob Grumman, visual poet and theorist, has elaborated an extensive taxonomy 
along this verbal-visual scale. His taxonomy, with its highly idiosyncratic nomen-
clature (e.g., “vizlature” and “textual illumagery”), provides much detail for a nar-
row range of text-only and low-visual hybrid forms, but does not extend into the 
higher range of visual-text hybrids or “pure visual” works. 

  4 Notable examples are the work of Klaus Peter Dencker, e.g., “Wortköpfe” 
(Dencker 65–70), and the poesia visiva tradition in Italy, typified by the photo-
and-text collage work of Luigi Pignotti.

  5 This is the case with Willard Bohn’s work, e.g., Modern Visual Poetry. While a 
valuable contribution to the understanding of “calligrammatic” and Concrete 
poetry, it treats almost exclusively work below this first threshold and so does not 
deserve the comprehensiveness of its title.

  6 Giuseppe Steiner, Futurist colleague of Marinetti, was one of the first to formulate 
ambitions for a pure visual poetics, taking Marinetti’s “words in freedom” a con-
troversial step further, toward a poetry free from words (cf. Steiner 17–21).

  7 “With Strings”, a work by Richard Tuttle and Charles Bernstein included in the 
2001 exhibition Poetry Plastique, is described in the catalogue as “a poem-sculp-
ture composed of letters strung from a spiraling brass line and grounded in a terra-
cotta font filled with the poem’s roots” (Sanders and Bernstein 40).

  8 For a leading artist’s statement on letterpress poetics, see Drucker, Figuring 
146–63. For an excellent historical/critical overview of typographic poetry in the 
avant-garde period, see Drucker’s The Visible Word.

  9 For an iconologist’s discussion of these levels, not including the last, see Mitchell 27.

10 Malevich’s “suprematism” sought a visual language at this level (Malevich 45); and 
Steiner’s Drawn States of Mind sought to make poetry of it. 

11 “If any domain has a plausible claim to strong language-independent perceptual 
and cognitive organization, it is space” (Bowerman 387).

12 Paul Valéry’s reaction was the most telling: “It seemed to me that I was looking at 
the form and pattern of a thought, placed for the first time in finite space” (Valéry 
309–10).
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13 Graphic designers Andreas Lindholm and Anders F. Rönnblom, producers 
of Metalheart, typify the spatially-charged realm of much current typographic 
experiment. The Versus Project by Cubadust designer Jonas Strandberg-Ringh is 
both a virtuoso display of high-spatial visual text design and a medlied anthology 
of exemplary projects. 

14 Seminal critical discussion of this field can be followed at the website of the 
North American Centre for Interdisciplinary Poetics, hosted by Steve McCaffery: 
www.poetics.yorku.ca

15 This study, entitled “Spatial Meaning Constraints in Visual Reading”, was funded 
by a grant from CSLI, and conducted from September 2001 to September 2002.

16 Conventional, computer-aided eye-tracking technology can record visual atten-
tion with great precision. Since a person knows what she is thinking, but can be 
only roughly aware of her actual eye-movements, the subject-reported method we 
devised actually yields a closer approximation of mental attention.

17 I would like to thank Claus Clüver for generous help in clarifying certain key 
concepts in this paper.
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